
	

21 March – 15 April 2018     A man of the world. The worldly Bach 
Programme highlights 
 
 
 
Wednesday 21 March 
19:30 | Weimar | Weimarhalle 
80 € | 60 € | 40 € | 20 € – 
reduced 70 € | 50 € | 30 € | 10 € 

 
Opening on the 333rd anniversary of Bach’s birth 
 
Katherine Watson, Jessica Cale – soprano 
Claudia Huckle, Eleanor Minney – mezzo soprano 
Hugo Hymas – tenor, Roderick Williams – Christus 
Matthew Brook – bass 
Orchestra & Chorus of the Age of Enlightenment 
Mark Padmore – Evangelist and conductor 
 
Johann Sebastian Bach: St Matthew Passion BWV 244  
 
The English tenor, Mark Padmore, is currently considered the world’s 
greatest Evangelist in the Bach passions. His collaboration a few years 
ago with Peter Sellars and the Berlin Philharmonic on the dramatisation  
of the St Matthew Passion was unforgettable. On the 323rd anniversary  
of Johann Sebastian Bach’s birth he makes his debut as a conductor. As 
part of the Thuringia Bach Festival he will direct an ensemble of excellent 
singers and the famous Orchestra of the Age of Enlightenment – and will 
demonstrate his definitive interpretation of this incomparable work as both 
conductor and Evangelist.  
 

Friday 23 March 
from 6:00 pm | in all of Thuringia 
Free admission 

 
The Long Night of Hausmusik 
 
During his life time, the musical world of Johann Sebastian Bach was not 
just confined to churches and princely houses – his chamber music and 
music-making at home played an important part. As Bach did with his 
family, so numerous Thuringians today still sing and play in their houses 
and flats. And it is not just the Notebook for Anna Magdalena Bach which 
has significance for this younger generation of musicians.  
For the Thuringia Bach Festival this is a good reason to open the Festival 
with a particular event, the long night of house music. For one evening 
Thuringians will open their houses and invite people to house concerts, 
with children and adults, professional musicians and amateurs. Thuringia 
shows itself as the lively native country of the Bach family and joins in 
musically with the spirit of the Festival. 
 

Saturday 24 March 
15:00 | Gotha | Margarethenkirche 
45 € | 25 € – reduced 40 € | 20 € 
Seats with restricted view 10 € 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
AUDI Jugendchorakademie 
Akademie für Alte Musik Berlin 
Julian Prégardien – Evangelist 
Martin Steidler – conductor 
 
Johann Sebastian Bach: St John Passion BWV 245  
 
This project which unites generations has already delighted audiences at 
the Bach Festival on a previous occasion. After the B Minor Mass, on this 
occasion the baroque specialists from the Berlin Academy of Early Music 
will work with young singers from the AUDI Youth Choral Academy on 
Bach’s St John Passion. One can confidently expect this combination of 
artistic experience with youthful enthusiasm to generate a highly enjoyable 
musical event – especially with the proven Bach expert, Julian Prégardien, 
as narrator of the passion story.    
  



 

19:30 | Eisenach | Wartburg 
35 € | 25 € | 15 € – reduced 30 € | 20 € | 10 € 
 

Accademia Bizantina 
Ottavio Dantone – director 
 
Johann Sebastian Bach: The Art of Fugue BWV 1080 
 
The Art of Fugue is one of Bach’s most fascinating works. In this work  
he set the standard for composition with incomparable mastery while 
presenting a collection of fugues which is both beautiful and impressive. 
The famous ensemble, Accademia Bizantina, from Ravenna in Italy will 
give a rare complete performance of this unique cycle on the Wartburg.   
 

Sunday 25 March 
11:30 | Dornheim | Traukirche 
25 € – reduced 15 € 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
17:00 | Weimar | Schloss Belvedere 
30 € | 15 € – reduced 25 € | 10 € 
 
 

 
Armida String Quartet  
 
Johann Sebastian Bach: Contrapuncti from “The Art of Fugue” BWV 1080 
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart: Adagio and Fugue in C Minor KV 546 
Ludwig van Beethoven: String quartet No. 13 op. 130 with the Great Fugue 
 
Since their spectacular success in the famous 2012 ARD Competition in 
which the Armida Quartet won first prize, the audience prize and six other 
special prizes, the young Berlin ensemble has been flying high 
internationally. The Quartet made their debut recently at the BBC Proms, 
plays regularly in large concert halls in Amsterdam, Paris, Luxemburg and 
London and brings out many well regarded CDs. For the first violinist, 
Martin Funda, their debut at the Thuringia Bach Festival is a home 
engagement since he was born in Gera and went to school at Schloss 
Belvedere, the music secondary school in Weimar. 
 
Aaron Pilsan – piano 
 
Johann Sebastian Bach: The Well-tempered Clavier | Book 1 
 
The young pianist, Aaron Pilsan is an exceptional talent. The Austrian  
began to play the piano at the age of five and then studied with Lars Vogt 
in Hannover and worked with András Schiff and Alfred Brendel. Pilsan 
was chosen in 2014 by the union of leading European concert venues as 
a “rising star” and since then he has appeared all over world tackling all  
the great works for the piano. For the Thuringia Bach Festival he attempts 
a Herculean task: the performance of both parts of the Well-tempered 
Clavier in two concerts.  
 

Maundy Thursday 29 March  
20:00 | Erfurt | Schauspielhaus 
20 € – reduced 15 € 
 

 
Mahan Esfahani – harpsichord 
 
Johann Sebastian Bach: Partita IV in D Major BWV 828 
Sonata in A after Reincken’s Hortus Musicus BWV 965 
and works by Georg Böhm, Johann Pachelbel, Per Norgard, Gavin Bryars 
 
Mahan Esfahani, who comes originally from Iran, had already established 
himself in the forefront of harpsichordists in his early years. After studying 
history and musicology at Stanford he studied with the legendary Zuzana 
Ruzickova in Prague. In 2011 he gave the first ever harpsichord recital at 
the BBC Proms, since which he has been heard across the world as both a 
soloist and a chamber musician. He created a sensation in 2016 when his 
combination of Bach works with minimal music by Steve Reich aroused 
tumultuous applause amongst the Cologne Philharmonic audience. In 
Erfurt too Esfahani will contrast Bach’s music with modern sounds and will 
thus provide an opportunity to get to know the much under-estimated wide 
sound universe of the harpsichord. 
 



 

Good Friday 30 March 
15:00 | Schmalkalden | Stadtkirche 
30 € | 20 € – reduced 25 € | 15 € 
seats with restricted view 10 € 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
19:00 | Weimar | e-werk 
30 € | 15 € – reduced 25 € | 10 € 
 
 
 

 
La Folia Baroque Orchestra 
Hille Perl & Sirius Viols 
Julia Boehme – alto 
 
What is truth? 
Michail Bulgakov: Excerpts from “Master and Margarita” 
Antonio Vivaldi: Sinfonia “Al santo sepolcro“ RV 169 
Johann Christoph Bach: “Ach, dass ich Wassers gnug hätte“ 
Dietrich Buxtehude: Sinfonia “ad cor“ from “Membra Jesu nostri“  
Johann Sebastian Bach: Aria “Erbarme Dich“ from St Matthew Passion 
Antonio Vivaldi: Sonata “Al santo sepolcro” RV 130 
 
An ensemble made up of the gamba player, Hille Perl and the La Folia 
baroque orchestra provide a most unusual passion offering on this Good 
Friday. After Bach’s Passions at the beginning of the Bach Festival, here 
the story of Jesus’ sufferings is narrated from the point of view of Pontius 
Pilate told in the words of Michael Bulgakov. The gripping text is illustrated 
with works by Bach, Buxtehude, Vivaldi to create a moving artistic event.  
 
Liza Ferschtman – violin 
Mahan Esfahani – harpsichord 
NN – viola da gamba 
 
Heinrich Ignaz Franz Biber: The Rosary Sonatas  
(complete cycle) 
 
This concert is not just an event for violinists: the beautiful mystical music 
of the Rosary Sonatas is seldom heard. This cycle of 16 solo sonatas is 
one in which in the early 18th Century the composer and virtuoso violinist, 
Heinrich Ignaz Franz Biber, captured the mysteries of the rosary in music. 
The works are adventurous, difficult and largely composed in a variety of 
tunings meaning that the star violinist from Holland, Liza Ferschtman, 
requires as many as seven instruments for this concert. The visual climax 
of the cycle is in the eleventh sonata where the violin strings are stretched 
so that they form a cross between the bridge and the tail piece.  
Ferschtman’s first performance of this cycle in Amsterdam was a 
sensational event: reason enough not to miss this concert.   
 

Holy Saturday 31 March 
19:30 Uhr | Weimar | Weimarhalle 
50 € | 40 € | 30 € | 20 € –  
reduced 40 € | 30 € | 20 € | 10 € 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Freiburger Barockorchester 
Sebastian Wienand – harpsichord  
Gottfried v.d. Goltz – concertmaster 
 
Johann Sebastian Bach: Ouverture (Suite) No. 1 in C Major BWV 1066 
Brandenburg Concerto No. 4 in F Major BWV 1049 
Ouverture (Suite) No. 2 in B Minor BWV 1067 
Concerto for harpsichord in F Major BWV 1057 
Brandenburg Concerto No. 5 in D Major BWV 1050 
 
 
Germany’s best baroque orchestra returns for the Easter celebration with  
a programme that is both beautiful and attractive. The musicians from 
Freiburg combine two of the popular orchestral suites with Brandenburg 
Concertos along with the F Major Harpsichord Concerto, five works which 
demonstrate Bach as a masterly composer of instrumental music and the 
Freiburg Baroque Orchestra musicians as inspired interpreters.   
 
 
 
 



 

 
22:00 Uhr | Erfurt | Kleine Synagoge 
18 € – reduced 12 € 
 

 
Thomas Dunford – Lute 
 
Johann Sebastian Bach: Suite for lute solo in G Minor BWV 995 
Suite for cello solo in G Major BWV 1007 
Ciaconna from the Partita No. 2 in D Minor BWV 1004 
 
The French musician, Thomas Dunford, discovered the lute at the early 
age of nine – and after studying at the famous Schola Cantorum he quickly 
joined the front ranks of European lutenists. Despite the apparent delicacy 
of his instrument he is able to entrance audiences with his playing and lead 
them into other worlds. A magical concert by candlelight which is bound to 
capture the listener’s attention.  
 

Easter Sunday 1 April 
16:00 Uhr | Eisenach | Georgenkirche 
35 € | 25 € | 15 € – reduced 30 € | 20 € | 10 €  
Seats with restricted view 10 € 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
20:00 | Erfurt | Theater 
45 € | 35 € | 25 € | 15 € –  
reduced 40 € | 30 € | 20 € | 10 € 
 
 

 
Chen Reiss – soprano 
Avi Avital – mandolin 
Lukasz Kuropaczewski – guitar 
David Adorján – cello 
 
Works by Johann Sebastian Bach, Franz Schubert, and Heitor Villa-Lobos 
 
The Israeli soprano, Chen Reiss, and star mandoline player, Avi Avital, 
celebrate Easter with a very varied programme: starting with the 
straightforward but also beautiful Bach songs from the Anna Magdalena 
Bach and Schemelli collections they embark on a “musical Easter walk” 
which leads ultimately to the music of their Sephardic forebears. A most 
unusual programme which follows the art of music back to its roots and 
thereby demonstrates its full glory.     
  
Stuttgarter Kammerorchester 
Alexandre Tharaud – piano 
 
Johann Sebastian Bach:  
Piano Concertos No. 1 BWV 1052 and No. 5 BWV 1056 
Bela Bartok: Divertimento 
Johannes Brahms: Choral 
 
The Stuttgart Chamber Orchestra has had an unusual position in the 
international orchestral landscape since its foundation in 1945. Initially it 
enjoyed recognition for its interpretations of works by Bach and Mozart but 
today it is also experienced at performing contemporary music. This 
programme creates a bridge between the two eras, combining Bach’s 
piano concertos with works by Brahms and Bartok. The pianist, Alexandre 
Tharaud, is one of the most high-profile pianists of our time who is prized 
internationally for his particularly elegant and aesthetic playing.  
 

Easter Monday 2. April  
11:30 | Weimar | Schießhaus 
30 € | 20 € – reduced 25 € | 15 € 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Alexandre Tharaud – piano 
 
Johann Sebastian Bach: Goldberg Variations BWV 988 
 
Alexandre Tharaud has long been praised for his interpretations of 
Rameau, Couperin and Bach. His recording of the Goldberg Variations 
which came out in 2015 attracted particular attention. This is an excellent 
reason to present this world class pianist as a soloist as an addition to his 
appearance with the orchestra, performing a cycle for solo piano which is 
both the most popular work and the most demanding in interpretation.  
 
 



 

 
16:00 | Arnstadt | Bachkirche 
50 € | 30 € | 15 € – reduced 40 € | 20 € | 10 €  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Gabrieli Consort & Players 
Paul McCreesh – conductor 
 
Johann Sebastian Bach: Mass in B minor BWV 232 
 
Founded in 1982 by Paul McCreesh, the Gabrieli Consort has had 
decades of recognition for its interpretations of Renaissance and Baroque 
music. Their recording with Deutsche Grammophon of works by Michael 
Praetorius and Claudio Monteverdi are highly praised along with their joint 
programmes with soloists such as Magdalena Kozena and Rolando 
Villazon. Bach’s works have also played an important role in Paul 
McCreesh’s career, including the B Minor Mass which the ensemble 
perform for their Festival debut in Arnstadt. 
 

Thursday 5 April  
19:30 | Erfurt | Reglerkirche 
25 € | 20 € | 15 € – reduced 20 € | 15 € | 10 €  
 
 

 
Basler Madrigalisten 
Raphael Immoos – conductor 
 
Urlicht 
Gustav Mahler | Clytus Gottwald: Urlicht 
Johann Sebastian Bach: Motets “Fürchte dich nicht” BWV 228  
“Ich lasse dich nicht, du segnest mich denn“ BWV Anh. 159 
Gustav Mahler | Clytus Gottwald: “Ich bin der Welt abhanden gekommen“ 
Johann Sebastian Bach: Motet “Komm, Jesu komm” BWV 229 
Gustav Mahler | Clytus Gottwald: “Im Abendrot“ (Adagietto)  
 
The Basler Madrigalisten rank amongst Switzerland‘s foremost 
professional vocal ensembles. Founded in 1978 at the famous Schola 
Cantorum Basiliensis, the ensemble has specialised in premieres of new 
works as well as exciting connections between early and modern music. In 
this concert they make an alluring connection between Bach’s motets and 
Gustav Mahler’s sound world – a completely new aural experience in a 
transparent choral arrangement without the usual large Mahler orchestra.  
 

Friday 6 April  
19:30 | Weimar | Stadtkirche 
35 € | 20 € – reduced 30 € | 15 € 
Seats with restricted view 10 €  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Deutsche Hofmusik  
Alexander Grychtolik – conductor 
 
Johann Sebastian Bach: Celebratory cantatas  
“Blast Lärmen, ihr Feinde“ BWV 205a 
“Entfliehet, verschwindet, entweichet, ihr Sorgen“ BWV 249a 
(Premiere performances) 
 
Bach composed much celebratory music for various occasions particularly 
during his time in Leipzig. We have only a small part of this remaining to 
us. In this concert Alexander Grychtolik with his ensemble, Deutsche 
Hofmusik, presents his reconstruction of two pieces of celebratory music in 
which Bach demonstrates that he can also be a composer of “opera”. In 
each piece four soloists in their discussions as ancient gods pay homage 
not only to earthly masters but also sing in praise of a carefree life. One 
can hear this again amongst other works in the popular Easter Oratorio 
into which the Shepherd Cantata (BWV 249a) was later re-worked as a 
sacred piece.  
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
22:00 | Weimar | Jakobskirche 
25 € | 15 € – reduced 20 € | 10 € 
 
 

 
Basler Madrigalisten 
Raphael Immoos – conductor 
Alexey Stadler – cello 
 
Vocacello 
Knut Nystedt: Stabat mater for Choir and Solo Cello 
John Tavener: “Svyati” for Choir and Solo Cello 
Johann Sebastian Bach: Suite for Solo Cello G Major BWV 1007  
Alfred Schnittke: Improvisation for Solo Cello  
Johann Sebastian Bach: Motets 

From Weimar straight into the first rank of international cellists: Alexey 
Stadler has recently started on a breath-taking career. He had just finished 
studying in Weimar when he won the TONALi12 Grand Prix and became a 
sought-after young star, playing with Valery Gergiev and even in the Royal 
Albert Hall in London. However, he has taken time out for the Thuringia 
Bach Festival for a very special programme. Together with the Swiss 
singers from the Basler Madrigalisten, Stadler plays works for a cappella 
choir and solo cello, music which is seldom heard, which fits perfectly into 
the intimate architecture of the Weimar church.  
 

Saturday 7 April 
15:00 | Arnstadt | Bachkirche  
40 € | 25 € | 15 € – reduced 35 € | 20 € | 10 €  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
19:30 | Eisenach | Wartburg 
30 € | 20 € | 15 € – reduced 25 € | 15 € | 10 € 
 
 

 
Bach Collegium Japan  
Joanne Lunn – soprano 
Masato Suzuki –conductor 
 
Bach: The Wedding cantatas 
Johann Sebastian Bach:  
Cantata “Weichet nur, betrübte Schatten“ BWV 202  
Sonata sopr’il Sogetto Reale from “The Musical Offering“ BWV 1079 
Sonata for Solo Violin No. 3 in E Major BWV 1016 
Cantata “O holder Tag, erwünschte Zeit“ BWV 210 
 
The Bach Collegium Japan holds an exceptional position in the 
international world of music. The recording by its musicians with Masaaki 
Suzuki of the complete cantatas of Bach made history and generated an 
impressive number of reference recordings. In the process they have 
made a significant contribution to spreading knowledge of Bach’s music 
internationally. For the first time the ensemble, conducted by Suzuki’s son, 
Masato, now comes to the Bach county of Thuringia to present his art in 
historic locations in two programmes which combine some of Bach’s most 
beautiful cantatas.  
 
Aaron Pilsan – piano 
 
Johann Sebastian Bach: The Well-tempered Clavier | Book 2 
 
After his debut at the opening weekend, the Austrian pianist now returns  
for the second part of the Well-tempered Clavier, the entire Book 2. 



 

Sunday 8 April 
11:30 | Erfurt | Barocksaal Staatskanzlei 
20 € – reduced 15 €  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
15:00 | Eisenach | Georgenkirche  
40 € | 25 € | 15 € – reduced 35 € | 20 € | 10 €  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
19:00 | Meiningen | Theater 
50 € | 40 € | 30 € | 20 € –  
reduced 45 € | 35 € | 25 € | 15 €  
 

 
Bernhard Klapprott – harpsichord 
 
Johann Sebastian Bach: The English Suites 
 
Bach’s English Suites for harpsichord are currently rather in the shadow of 
better known cycles by Bach for this instrument. However, these virtuoso 
pieces are hugely demanding for interpreters – and definitely worth 
discovering. The dance suites were written around 1715 in Weimar and 
despite their annoying title belong to the core repertoire of the Thuringia 
Bach Festival. Bernhard Klapprott can be heard as the interpreter in this 
concert. A notable harpsichordist and professor at the Weimar School of 
Music, he is currently recording the entire cycle on CD.  
 
Bach Collegium Japan  
Dominik Wörner – bass 
Masato Suzuki – conductor 
 
Johann Sebastian Bach: Cantata “Amore traditore” BWV 203  
Brandenburg Concerto No. 5 in F Major BWV 1057 
Sonata for violin solo No. 4 in C Minor BWV 1017 
Cantata “Ich habe genug“ BWV 82 
 
As the second part of their “mini-residency”, the Bach Collegium Japan  
perform in the Eisenach Georgenkirche where Bach was baptized in 1685. 
 
Nils Landgren – trombone 
Jeannette Köhn – voice, Eva Kruse – bass 
Johann Norberg – guitar, Jonas Knutsson – saxophone | flute 
 
New Eyes on Bach & Baroque 
 
Bach’s music has influenced generations of musicians and hardly anyone 
has been unaffected by his techniques and mastery of counterpoint and 
harmony. This is still true today, especially for jazz. This is a good enough 
reason to invite one of the most prominent jazz musicians to pay homage 
to Bach: Nils Landgren, the legendary Swedish trombone player and jazz 
pioneer at all levels.  
 

Friday 13 April  
19:30 | Erfurt | University 
25 € – reduced 15 €  
 

 
lautten compagney Berlin 
Wolfgang Katschner – conductor 
 
Bach: The University cantatas 
Johann Sebastian Bach: Trauerode BWV 198 
Cantata “Zerreißet, zersprenget, zertrümmert die Gruft“ BWV 205  
 
Bach’s secular cantatas are often unjustifiably over-shadowed by their 
sacred relations. It is true that some of the secular arias and choruses 
were later re-worked in sacred cantatas but the Leipzig celebration 
cantatas are of great musical splendour and are heard far too rarely. In a 
most attractive programme, Wolfgang Katschner presents Bach’s 
university cantatas on the stage. The Aeolus Cantata (BWV 205) was 
originally commissioned by students on the occasion of the name day of 
their favourite Leipzig teacher, Professor Müller, while the Funeral Ode 
(Trauerode BWV 198) was a commission by the University of Leipzig itself. 
At the Bach Festival you can hear both celebratory works in a venue 
appropriate to their context – the new lecture theatre at Erfurt University.   
 
 



 

Saturday 14 April 
15:00 | Jena | Zum Bären 
35 € | 25 € | 15 € – reduced 30 € | 20 € | 10 €  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
19:30 | Arnstadt | Bachkirche 
50 € | 30 € | 15 € – reduced 40 € | 25 € | 10 €  
 

 
Il Gardellino  
Celine Scheen – soprano 
Alex Potter – counter tenor 
Thomas Hobbs – tenor 
Stephan MacLeod – bass 
 
Johann Sebastian Bach:  
Cantatas “Schweiget stille, plaudert nicht” BWV 211 (Coffee cantata) 
“Lasst uns sorgen, lasst uns wachen“ BWV 213 
 
Zimmermann’s Coffee House was an important meeting place for the 
middle classes in Leipzig during Bach’s time. The students of the 
Collegium Musicum, which was founded in 1702 by Telemann and directed 
by Bach for ten years from 1729, regularly played here.  Bach performed 
many of his secular cantatas here which is why the old Zimmermann 
Coffee House will arise again for an afternoon. The excellent Belgian 
ensemble, Il Gardellino, will combine two prominent works by Bach: his 
much loved and compelling Coffee Cantata and the cantata “Hercules at 
the Cross Roads” whose arias and choruses later found their way into the 
Christmas Oratorio.    
 
Le Concert des Nations 
Jordi Savall – viola da gamba and leader 
 
Johann Sebastian Bach: The Musical Offering BWV 1079 
 
The Spanish gamba player, Jordi Savall, is a memorable artist. He has 
impressed audiences for decades with his musicality, his intellect and 
unique aura. Together with his ensemble he has discovered several works 
and even different cultural circles and thus consistently widened horizons 
for early music. For our festival he comes to terms again with the most 
unusual of Bach’s works, the Musical Offering, the cycle which Bach 
composed three years before his death based on a theme by Friedrich II.  
 

Sunday 15 April   
15:00 | Mühlhausen | Kornmarktkirche 
25 € | 15 € – reduced 20 € | 10 €  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
19:00 | Erfurt | Zughafen 
25 € | 15 € – reduced 20 € | 10 €  
 

 
german hornsound 
 
Bach & Barbecue 
 
German Hornsound bring the sound of classical hunting horns into the 
concert hall. Four outstanding horn players have got together in this 
ensemble in order to expand the repertoire for this configuration from its 
origins in folk music with arrangements that are both musical and virtuosic. 
In their "Bach and Barbecue" programme they contrast great Baroque 
composers with Argentinian tangos and modern American music - 
a whirlwind musical journey from Bach to the present day.  
  
Final concert  
 
BACHx4 
Wave Marimba Quartet 
Ebonit Saxophone Quartet 
Vision String Quartet 
 
Works by Johann Sebastian Bach, Dmitri Shostakovich, and  
Astor Piazzolla 
 
At the conclusion of the Festival we invite a new “Generation Bach“ onto 
the stage: three young quartets with unusual membership demonstrate 
 



 

 
their views of Bach and promise unheard of aural experiences in their  
virtuoso arrangements for percussion and saxophone. Despite their youth, 
the three ensembles are already new generation stars in the ascendant 
and appear in major concert venues internationally. The opportunity to 
experience them together in an intimate setting is rare and a great homage 
to Bach and the Bach county of Thuringia.   
 

 
 
The detailed programme of the Thuringia Bach Festival will be published in November.  
Changes and cancellations are possible until this time, so please contact the promoter 
before publishing any of the events mentioned above. 
 
Ticket sales for all concerts will start with the promotion of the festival programme. 
However, for travel agencies exlusive bookings are possible already in advance. 
Please feel free to contact  
 
Mr Oliver Wickel ow@thueringer-bachwochen.de 
   Tel. 0361 . 21 69 86 08 
 
at the Thuringia Bach Festival office. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 


